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Delivering on your Promises Low Cost and Fast Return on Investment
Delivering on your promises and gaining customer Preactor is available at a price point that every 
loyalty is a key success factor for your company. company can afford. Small companies with just a few 
Coping with daily disruptions in the difference employees are using Preactor while some of the most 
between success and failure. Whether it is late well known corporations have taken advantage of 
delivery of materials, absent staff, broken machines, using Preactor and have achieved a return on 
or the arrival of a new high priority  order, you need to investment period measured in weeks not years .
assess the impact on your delivery promises fast and 
take the required action. It`s not impossible. A Finite 
Capacity Scheduling tool will help you meet your Easy to Use and integrates with your existing software
objectives. Preactor has been designed for the user. With more 

than 3,000 installations, Preactor has  gained from the 
feedback of its users and includes hundreds of features 

Preactor  - the invaluable scheduling tool to help you get the best schedule you can and be able to 
Preactor is one of the world`s leading scheduling see what will happen in the future. Preactor is 
software packages available to help you to get your designed for integration with your other applications . 
manufacturing under control. Control that will bring Running under Windows 95,98, NT and 2000,Preactor 
you benefits of : can be configured to receive information from other 
On-time Deliveries systems such as ERP or shop floor data collection 
Lower raw material and work in process systems and export schedule information in the 
Higher profits required format.

And how will Preactor do this? Local Support and in Chinese
By giving you an electronic tool to visualize and Preactor is sold, implemented and supported by a 
interact with your production plan showing you in network of partners around the world. These partners 
detail where bottlenecks are developing ,where jobs will provide you with training and technical support to 
are getting behind their promised delivery date and help you customize Preactor for your application. 
give you the ability to test the options to overcome the Preactor is available in a number of languages 
problems that arise. including Chinese.
Just click on your required scheduling option and  
Preactor will automatically load jobs to the resources 
you have available taking into account machines ,  
labour  , tooling, shift patterns , energy, in fact 
anything that could delay production. It will also 
provide you with a range of reports to analysis 
schedules and to pass schedule information through 
for execution at the shop floor.

Preactor      
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